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Translation Memory
Going from desktop application to server
application to web application
Inclusion of project management (interfaces with
existing project management tools) or adding own
PM components
Although internal PM features are rather project creation
components than real project management systems

Inclusion of workflow capabilities (file handling in
preparation for translation and interaction with
translators / clients) with automation
Wider adoption of standard file formats in addition
to TMX (XLIFF, TBX)
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Translation Memory
Translation Memories / review process going online
(some examples)
Ontram (commercial TM tool for translation and review process
online)
Wordfast Anywhere (free tool to build your own TM online as well
as connect to the VLTM – very large translation memory from
donated TMs, which is public)
Google Translator Toolkit (translation and review happen online,
you upload documents and TMs, if nothing is found in a TM,
Google Translate for automatic translation is used)

Translation Memory connecting to CMS; CMS tools
running part of the file handling, giving out translation
tool friendly files and settings files
VLTM (very large public TMs) online (for Wordfast
users)
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Editing Environment
 Traditional tools tend to move away from Word as an
editor and create their own editing environment
(desktop or browser-based)
 General move towards browser-based editing
 Ontram http://www.andrae-ag.de/index.php (translation
managment and review tool online)
 Amanuens http://amanuens.com/ (editor for SW localization)

 New tools tend to integrate into Word first
 WebWordSystems (online TM)
 Jive Fusion (integration into Office products)
 MultiTrans: online access via Word to the bi-text corpus
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Wordfast Anywhere
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WebWordSystem – Online TM connecting to Word
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Size of the Segments
Traditional, database-driven translation tools
add context information (surrounding
segments, structural information) to produce
better than 100% matches
Translation memory tool with parallel texts
instead of isolated segment pairs as
repository add TM functionality to deal with
single segment matches during translation
(MultiTrans: adding a sentence based TM to
the bi-text corpus)
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Size of the Matches
 Matching for smaller elements than whole segments
 Déjà Vu: assembling of text fragments using example based
machine translation approach
 memoQ: Fragment translation of known segment parts
 Trados Studio: Autosuggest, list of phrase pairs created out
of a statistical analysis of existing TMs
 MultiTrans: WordAlign, using term extraction technology to
find out how a term/phrase has been translated and what
different translations there are in what frequency

 Calculation of internal matches (matches from your
own translations not from the initial TM) or analysis of
the translated document and statistics on the match
rates that were achieved during translation
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Calculation of Matches
Calculation of internal matches
matches from your own translations not
from the initial TM

Analysis of the translated document
(after translation)
the translation tool stores the match rates
you got during translation
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3 Trends in TM tools
 3 Trends for TM tools
 Existing, sophisticated translation memory tools will not add
own functionalities (or only little) but will connect more
closely with other tools (project management, content
management…)
 Content creation tools adding their own small translation
components (MadCap Lingo)
 Online translation tools use public online TMs and private
online TMs (WebWordSystems, Wordfast Anywhere)

 Open Source Tools
 http://www.folt.org/index.php?option=com_content&task=vie
w&id=35&Itemid=51
 FOLT Open Source Translation Memory
 Open TM2 (previously Translation Manager, IBM)
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Translation Tools for Free?
Renato Beninatto, Milengo
Role and Cost of Technology: Translation technology
tools like translation management systems and desktop
translation memory software are unusually expensive for
the value that they provide. As Chris Anderson points out
in his book “Free," software and content want to be free.
What creates value are the services provided around
technology, not the technology itself. So, I have
predicted that Translation Memory technology will be
free or become irrelevant by 2015.
http://www.glgroup.com/News/Some-Trends-in-theTranslation-and-Localization-Industry-49440.html

What do you think?
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Translation Memory and
Machine Translation
Round and round they go…
TM repositories were actually developed out of the
storage unit of a machine translation system
TM and MT go into different direction
MT starts to use not only rule-based and statistics-based
systems but also example-based translation
Where to get many good examples of translations so that the MT
system can learn how to translate certain phrases?
Use the content of Translation Memory systems

MT systems are fed by huge amounts of segment pairs
from translation memories
MT and TM complement each other
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Machine Translation
It is here to stay. It will find its way into the
translation process together with controlled
language (for creation of the source language
material) and post-editing (a new skill set)
Every editing tool will be able to connect to online MT
(like the translate function in MS Word)
It will help translate material that otherwise would not get
translated at all (for example "online support pages" – we
are not talking about the quality here, just the availability)
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Translation Memory and MT
some examples
Déjà Vu uses an example based machine
translation component to "repair" fuzzy matches
from the TM
Across, SDL – Language Weaver
SDL Studio – Google Translate
OmegaT – Google Translate
Multitrans – Systran

GlobalSight – Prompt
API allows to connect TM systems with online
translation services
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Terminology
As terminology management tools themselves are rather
complex, online platforms are created to share terminology
and even collaborate on it (between vendor and client)
 many vendors create their own, as they do not want to use the
platform of a competitor

Free terminology offerings
Microsoft Terminology, Termium (EN-FR) linguistic database of
Canada‘s Government, Linguee, free German – English dictionary
with context sentences, from alignment of webpages

Collaborative tools (wikis, blogs, project specific
groups/forums/chats created by the server translation
tool…) and voting systems in crowdsourcing allow a more
interactive work on terminology
TBX as a (ISO) standard for storing and exchanging term
base data catches on (especially because of TBX Basic)
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Online Terminology Management
Here are some examples, how such platforms can
look…
http://demo.termxplorer.com/ (Termexplorer)
http://www.dog-gmbh.com/index.php?id=100 (Lookup)
http://termwebdemo.termweb.se/termweb/app
(TermWeb)
http://www.evoterm.net/en/Demo.aspx (evoterm)

http://www.i-term.dk/ (i-term)
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Authoring Memory
Translation Memory database idea is used for
source to source sentence comparison. A
database with correctly structured sentences of a
customer is compared (while writing) to the new
text. Match rates indicate changes from previously
used sentences.
Start Group – Mindreader
http://www.star-group.net/ENU/mindreader/mindreader.html

SDL – Author Assistant
http://www.sdl.com/en/language-technology/products/globalauthoring/sdl-authorassistant-client.asp

Sajan - Authoring Memory Tool
http://www.sajan.com/software/authoring-memory-tool.html

Acrolinx – Intelligent Reuse Component
19
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Authoring Memory function in Author-it Xtend
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i-match: ITL‘s authoring support tool
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Standard File Formats
 Convergence of TMX and XLIFF?
 TMX is used to exchange TM data
 XLIFF is used as the format for translation, regardless of what
format the file had originally.
 Everything you can do with TMX, you can also do with XLIFF – so
is there a need to keep both formats?
 The TMX 2.0 specification was rejected so far, as it did not contain
what users needed

 XLIFF is the file format of choice for open source tools
 XLIFF is also being used as a bilingual file format with some
commercial translation tools (Heartsome, Swordfish, SDL
Studio 2009, memoQ…)
 But XLIFF can contain so much more than just text to translate
 History of changes, source of matches and match rates, alternative
translations from comparison with different translation memories,
for software files – size of GUI elements so that they could be
shown visually during translation
 But the tools that use XLIFF today are not really using all its
potential
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TMX

XLIFF
<trans-unit id="n1">
<source>This is a sentence.</source>
<target xml:lang="de">Dies ist ein Satz."</target>
<alt-trans match-quality="100%" tool="TM_System">
<source>This is a sentence.</source>
<target xml:lang="de">Das ist ein Satz."</target>
</alt-trans>
<alt-trans match-quality="70%" tool="TM_System">
<source>This is a short sentence.</source>
<target xml:lang="de">Dies ist ein kurzer Satz."</target>
</alt-trans>
</trans-unit>

<trans-unit id='1' resname='IDCANCEL'
restype='button' coord='8;8;50;14'>
<source xml:lang='en'>Cancel</source>
</trans-unit>
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Crowdsourcing / community translation
Projects like Facebook show, that it works, when
there is a company or product
that has a community
that has a community that WANTS the content to be translated
where the individual user WANTS to contribute to the translated
product (not for money but maybe prestige)

LinkedIn on the other hand had a real problem because
they wanted something for free

It has happened for some time now for opensource software, freeware and shareware
It was used for Harry Potter novels, Microsoft
discussed terminology with its users…
But, do you see that happening for the manual of a
dishwasher or an electronic parts online shop?
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Why Crowdsourcing Works?

Source:
http://www.omafra.gov.on.ca/english/rural/facts/96-001.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maslow's_hierarchy_of_needs
2010 , ספטמבר30

Daniel Goldschmidt
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Open source projects
 Mozilla Firefox
 Openoffice (Sun Microsystems)
 Ubuntu (https://translations.launchpad.net/)
 Highly structured organization: Contributors are
selected, rated and monitored
 Very high quality (of both code and translation)

2010 , ספטמבר30

Daniel Goldschmidt
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Crowdsourcing / community
translation
Tools for crowdsourcing are being made available
Facebook released its translation management and
voting system to Facebook parter sites
CrowdSight for management of groups of translators and
reviewers (add-on to GlobalSight, open-source
translation tool by Welocalize)
Getting translators to sign up for a translation rather than
asking individuals to do a certain translation with web
portals like
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Open Source
Technology goes open source
Welocalize: GlobalSight translation management system

Open source translation support tools
Okapi Framework
TM maintenance tool (Olifant)
Conversion to XLIFF (Rainbow)

New developments
http://www.opentms.de (openTMS), open source
translation memory system

List of free and open source tools that support the
translation process
http://www.aspirationtech.org/papers/ott07/tools
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Links
Article by Jost Zetzsche on Google Translator
Toolkit
http://accurapid.com/journal/49google.htm

Comparative Study of statistical and examplebased machine translation
http://www.proz.com/translationarticles/articles/2483/1/Statistical-Machine-Translationand-Example-based-Machine-Translation

MyGengo, Report on the state of the translation
industry 2009
http://workfortranslators.files.wordpress.com/2009/10/myge
ngo_state_of_translation_industry_2009.pdf
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